
CHAMPAGNE / SPARKLING

VILLA SANDI PROSECCO 

MOMENTI ROSE SPARKLING, VIENI ESTATES

PERRIER JOUET CHAMPAGNE

Italy

VQA

France

$12

$14

$26

$48

$54

$180

The aroma is fruity and �owery with hints of ripe golden apple
and small mountain �owers.

Bright pink cherry; �ne and delicate, intense nose of ripe fruit, strawberry
and cherry, bread crust and yeast; soft and balanced, persistent with a 
fruity �nish of dried cranberry.

The striking freshness and vivacity of the �oral and fruity fragrances take
root, before giving way to subtle notes of vanilla and butter, lending the 
wine a fruity and consistent character.

SAUVIGNON BLANC, THALIA, VILANA

WHITE WINE

REGION

Greece

6OZ BTL

$44

WINE LIST

A smooth, richly textured wine with an elegant citrus acidity that 
provides a good balance, prolonging the refreshing �nish.

$11

PINOT GRIGIO, TERRE DI GIOIA Italy $49
Crisp, aromatic, and refreshing, with clean layers of pineapple 
and melon and a lingering almond �nish.

$13

REISLING, SOLID GROUND VQA $52
The nose welcomes with fresh citrus fruit perfume and the palate responds
with vibrant lemon-lime, yellow pear, peach and a touch of minerality with
citrusy fruit and a touch of rounded honey �avour on the �nish.

$14

VERMENTINO, L’U, TORRE DI GIANO Italy $58
A dry wine with solid structure, elegant initial impact, fresh and
fragrant evolution; pleasantly fruity with a lovely �nish.

$15

CHARDONNAY STAINLESS, BIG HEAD WINES VQA $65
Aromas of tangerine and banana with white �owers, tarragon, and
beeswax �nish. The palate is dry at �rst, textured, fresh, and �nishing with
ripe citrus and tropical banana character suggesting a bit of sweetness.

$17

VERDEJO, VAL DE VID RUEDA Spain $58
A sophisticated Rueda Verdejo with notes of acacia honey and honeydew
melon, but dry with some richness and the structure to match.



CHARDONNAY, CANNONBALL USA $60
Light on the nose and crisp on the palate, this is a simple, enjoyable white
wine, smooth and easygoing with highlights of apple and melon.

GRUNER, WEINGUT HIRSCH, KAMPTAL Austria $59
Beautiful spice with remarkable clarity while citrus zest, pear, and green
apple are threaded through with woodsy mushroom and white pepper
nose. A crisp and nervy wine with the easy appeal of juicy fruit
and good bite on the palate.

SAUVIGNON BLANC, NAUTILUS ESTATE NZ $64
The palate on this wine starts with a delightful lime/citrus based mouth-watering
intensity and �nishes with a strong textural component.

ASSYRTIKO, ARGYROS SANTORINI Greece $82
A �ne dry white wine with a strong personality, a crisp freshness,
and a body that has structure and substance.

SAVAGNIN RAW “UNFILTERED”, BIG HEAD WINES VQA $95
An expressive, and fresh wine,the nose is lightly �oral, with plenty of citrus,
pear, and banana tones and a hint of ginger lift. The palate is dry,
with a fresh acidity and long �nish.

PULIGNY-MONTRACHET, OLIVIER LEFLAIVE FRERES France $109
A tangy and fresh white with sliced lemons and hints of dried tea leaves
and �owers. Medium body, bright acidity and a long, �avorful �nish.

A dry wine, it is delicately aromatic on the nose with notes of
pomegranate, golden delicious apple, and white �owers.

A dry wine with a soft, delicate salmon pink color and subtle hints of
peach, rose petal, watermelon, and tropical fruit.

ROSE WINE

ROSE, CHATEAU GUILHEM LE ROSE

ROSE, JEAN LUC COLUMBO

WINE LIST
REGION

France

France

6OZ

$14

$14

BTL

$55

$56

The wine is lively and racy with �avours of tart cherries and minerals. It displays
vibrant acidity, freshness in the mid-palate, and great delicacy in the �nish.

ROSE, ANGELS & COWBOYS USA $17 $62



RED WINE  

 

WINE LIST
REGION 6OZ BTL

A full-bodied wine with great structure. Slightly fruity, intense,
persistent, notes of dry �owers, spices and liquorice.

MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO, CASALE VECCHIO Italy $11 $44

Known for its deep color, it coats the glass and imparts aromas of brooding
black fruits, licorice, expresso and pepper. Dense, savoury and rich.

GARNACHA, BODEGAS ATALAYA LAYA Spain $13 $49

Rich, full bodied and oaky, this wine offers jammy fruit aromas, ripe
and almost candied-cherry �avors that are generously accented by
vanilla, maple and coconut.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON, GRAYSON CELLARS USA $14 $56

L’U is complex with warm with notes of marasca and black cherries, as well
as brandied fruit with delicate hints of coffee, cocoa and sweet spices.

SANGIOVESE / MERLOT, L’U LUNGAROTTI Italy $15 $58

Well-structured and balanced with intense and persistent fresh aromas of red
cherries, violets and blackcurrants, followed by subtle spicy notes.

RUBIO, SAN POLO EXE Italy $15 $58

Excellent brightness of fruit with cherries and blackcurrants;
violet fragrance with black graphite spice.

TEMPRANILLO, ALTOS DE RIOJA CRIANZA, RIOJA ALAVESA Spain $60

Typically concentrated and round with dark fruit, cassis,
smoke, spice and a bit of chocolate.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON, CANNONBALL USA $62

A meaty yet silky wine with notes of liquorice and spices, elegant
tannins and a good aromatic persistence.

COTES DU RHONE, JEAN LUC COLUMBO France $65

Packed with rich, joyous, vibrant rich fruit, caressed and
carefully handled - a total class act.

BORDEAUX SUPERIEUR, CHEATEAU TEYSSIER PEZAT France $72

Aromas of black cherry and strawberry, with subtle notes of spice and toasty
oak, the palate is rich and round, leading to a long, textured �nish.

PINOT NOIR, CARMEL ROAD USA $88

Black pepper, smoked meat, horse-sweat, olives, lavender, fennel,
black raspberry all �ght for the spotlight. On the palate, the wine
is a balance between juicy and savoury.

SYRAH RAW “UNFILTERED”, BIG HEAD WINES VQA $129


